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Turning to the second Southern superstition—

a notion of the uselessness of Negro education, Mr.

Jones resports that it—

is found everywhere in the South. It prevails among

business men, it is found in the drawing room where

ladies, daughters and wives, congregate. “You cer.

tainly will agree with us that education has been a

detriment thus far to the colored man,” is the way a

pretty young lady put it. “I can prove it,” says a

business man. Notwithstanding this, all the way

through the South, in and out of the streets, in

country, village and town, you, meet everywhere

colored porters, letter carriers, expressmen, deliv

erymen, giving and receiving receipts, taking and

paying money, performing services which would be

absolutely impossible were it not for the degree of

expert knowledge that enables them to read, write

and figure, thus making of them immediate, direct

and indispensable factors in the wealth-producing

industries of the South. That the Negro is necessary

to do the hard manual labor is admitted by all, that

he is necessary as a factor in the exchanges of the

work of the South is equally true. One of the most

intelligent and sympathetic students of the cotton

mill industry in the South explained that the reason

they could not use Negro help in many departments

was because the white people would go out, and yet

he complained that the white operative constituency

in the Georgia mills, the men who had been brought

down from the mountains by the lure of good pay

and regular work were sickly, tubercular, underpaid,

underfed, unintelligent, breeding large families

of children to die young or to grow up anemic,

while on the other hand I saw colored men

climbing up and down in places of danger, walking

like squirrels on the steel ledges of sky-scraping

structures, handling the ropes at the other end of

which hung white men's lives. They had reached

the realm of expert labor and were dealing with

expert workers. It is not the inferior race but the

theory of the inferiority that is working such dam

aging results, not upon the black man but upon the

white man. It is the white man's theory of the in

feriority of the black woman that makes her to him

a source of degradation, and he becomes the degen

erate in the community. Not until a commission like

that which has just reported in Chicago on the vice

of this city shall report on the sex problem of the

white man's relation to the black woman in the

South, giving the facts scientifically treated, can

we realize how utterly damnable is the theory of an

inferior race, not to the alleged inferior race, trying

as it is, but to the bumptious representative of the

would-be superior race.

I believe in the essential improvability of the black

race, and that when the story is properly told and

appreciated the spectacle of this enslaved people,

brought to a country by violence against their will,

and still possessed of vitality enough to rise along

side of and largely in co-operation with their old

masters into intelligent citizenship, is such as to corn

mand the unlimited admiration of the student of the

human race. The colored man is moving forward,

climbing upward, becoming more and more a demo

cratic citizen of a Republic, making of himself a wel

come assistant in the industries of the land which

enslaved him. Here is a spectacle so inspiring, so

stupendous, that only one gifted with the emotions

of a poet and the conscience of a prophet can satis

factorily or adequately tell the story.

+ *

Are There Classes?

What does the New York Nation mean when

it says “there is nothing for it, but,” etc., “if Mr.

Roosevelt likes to put himself out of touch with

the best sentiment of his class,” etc.? Which

class 2 The labor class the rich idle class? the

poor idle class? or what? We have been stead

ily told, you know, by organs of opinion like the

Nation, that it is altogether wicked to raise class

questions in this country, because there are no

classes here. Has the Nation slipped a cog’ or a

pen? or was the weather hot, maybe?

+ +

Hichborn's Stories.

To have read Franklin Hichborn's story of the

!alifornia legislature of 1909, and then to have

considered the course that California politics has

taken since, is to be in a state of mind to think of

the two as having in some degree at least the re

lation of cause and effect. That story is a mas

terly exposure, by a competent observer and writer,

of government by misrepresentatives. And now

California is far on the way toward putting the

People's Power check upon her representatives,

whoever they are and whatever their functions.

Mr. Hichborn's purpose, therefore, of publishing

through the San Francisco Star, a companion

book on the California legislature of 1911, if

copies enough are subscribed for at a dollar and

a half to pay the expense of publication, will

doubtless receive ample encouragement. Local in

terest alone should insure a large circulation for

these books in California; but the methods of mis

representative government are so much alike
everywhere that Mr. Hichborn's true stories will

be educative in any other State of the Union as

well as in California.

+ 4 +

UNEARNED INCREMENTS–SOAP,

COWS AND LAND. .

Perhaps the term “unearned increment,” as

applied to ground rents or the community-made

values of land regardless of improvements, is un

fortunate.

Many intelligent men misunderstand or misin

terpret it.

Speaking precisely, that increment is not “un

earned:” it is earned by the industrial population.
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What is meant is that it is not earned by the land

owners who are permitted by law to take it. This

is evidently what John Stuart Mill had in mind

when he first used it.

+

There are intelligent men who believe, or say

they believe, that the value of a building, of a

cow, a painting, soap or any other product of labor

is a social or community-made value in the same

sense and to the same degree that the value of a

vacant city lot or unimproved country acre is

community-made. A typical instance of this high

ly intelligent confusion occurred last February in

Los Angeles, when I spoke on the single tax before

the City Club. A prominent business man, one

who has become wealthy by appropriating com

munity-made land values, put this question to

me: “If it is right to socially take the unearned

increment of land because it is created by, or is

due to, the presence of population, why is it not

also right to take the unearned increment of soap,

which is also due to the presence of population—

for without the presence of population the soap

would have no value?”

Questions stated orally do not always express the

thought in the mind of the questioner. They sel.

"ºn ſlo, and I guess it was so in this case.

I had said that organized society, by its indus

trial activities, creates every year a fund sufficient

for all public purposes; that this fund belongs to

sºciety as a whole, and not to individuals, but is

"PPrºpriated or legally confiscated by landowners

to whom it does not morally belong; and that so

*** Vermitting that wrongful appropriation of

"hat it creates, takes for its public purposes a

Pºrt of the annual product of labor—meaning all

º labor, whether performed by carpenter,

*..."º. farmer or merchant; and

'urden of taxation is thrown upon pro

"ction, while the whole expense of maintaining

fººt, and of doing all the things that

º !. º “in common” should be met by

to land by !. lic purposes the annual value given

to me. the . industrial community. As it seems

self in ºne: must have reasoned to him.

labor "is way: Soap and other products of

"" " an unearned increment that is created"the people wi. º thos | i. ls º º

as the rental val o use thºse products, as much sº
tax the . * Ille of land; therefore, if we should

(“I’ !", "arned increment of land, which is
‘l’eated by Societ v. we she -1 wa- is - -

good thinos V, we should tax soap and all othe

- "** "ecause they would have no value
Without populati. ". ave no v.

that the Los An on.” I am assuming, however,
asking hisº business man was sincere in

s' lon, but that he was confused as

to the distinction between “increment,” “unearned

increment” and “value.” •

Of course, there would be no value without pop

ulation, as there would be no sound if every crea

ture were stone deaf, and no color if every creature

were stone blind.

But we need not take an excursion into meta

physics. I will give some simple illustrations to

show the difference between the “unearned incre

ment” of land and the alleged “unearned incre

ment” of labor products.

•k

Last winter, while in Portland, Oregon, I saw

a block of land, 200x200 feet, or 40,000 square

feet, the property of one of the owners of the

Oregonian. I use this illustration because the

Oregonian, bitterly opposing the single tax, asserts

that there is an “unearned increment” in a town

cow, and argues that iſ land is taxed on its “un

earned increment” the cow should be taxed in the

same way.

That block of land, less than one acre in area,

was bought fifty years ago for $240 and had upon

it an improvement valued at $350, as I was told.

It is interesting to follow the rise and progress

of the unearned increment in this case, in regard

to which I obtained some official figures.

Fifty years ago the block was bought for 6

mills a square foot, which is equal to $261.36 an

acre. The improvement was on one of the eight

lots constituting the block. Now, for simplicity,

let us assume that the $240 value of the block, and

also the $350 value of the improvement, were pro

duced by the former owner, and that the subse

quent assessed values of land and improvement

were true values. They probably were not, but I

make no point of that. -

Between 1860 and 1882 the owner erected a

new building, doubtless employing labor to do the

work. In 1882 the building was worth $3,150

and the value of the block of land was $7,500.

Thus in 22 years the value of the land increased

from 6 mills a square foot to 1834 cents a square

foot, or more than thirty fold. Was that increase

due to the direct action of labor, which increased

the value of the building less than ten fold * Does

it seem reasonable? We all know that a piece

of vacant land in a city often increases more than

thirty times in value in fifty years; but where are

there any instances of buildings, untouched by

labor, increasing in value as population and in

dustry increase about them *

In 1909, or 19 years after the block was sold

for $240, the value of that little piece of land was

$330,750, which is $9.99 a square foot, or at the
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rate of $435,164.40 an acre, and the value of the

improvement was only $2,250. Thus in 27 years

the value of the land increased $392,750, or at

the rate of $426,996.90 an acre; the value of the

improvement decreased $900 in that time. Why

the increase of one and the decrease of the other,

if the industrial community creates the value of

labor products in the same way that it creates

land values? If the corroding tooth of time ate

up $900 of the value of the improvement in 27

years, why did it not at the same time gnaw the

value of the block down to $5,357.25, or as much

in proportion as it damaged the improvement?

Did the weather damage the “unearned incre

ment” of the building : The land was equally ex

posed to the weather.

Coming to 1910, I found the improvement still

valued at $2,250, but the value of the block of

land had increased to $502,000. Thus in one year

the value of the land increased $102, 50,

or $2.56 a square foot, which is equal to

an increase of $111,513.60 in the value of

one acre in one year. Some force or cause

increased the value of that piece of land

25.57 per cent in a year. The same force or cause,

acting in equal degree upon the improvement.

would have increased its value from $2,250 to

$2,825.32 in the same time: yet the value of the

improvement remained stationary from 1909 to

1910.

If the same force or cause that increased the

value of the block of land from $7,500 to $502,000,

in 28 years, had acted in equal degree upon the

improvement, the value of the building would have

increased from $3,150 to $207,690.21 in that time,

even if the hand of labor had not touched it.

Isn't it obvious that the force or cause by which

the value of the land was increased did not act

upon the building * Yet the same industrial

activity surrounded both land and building.

If industrial activity creates the “unearned in

crement” of the building as well as of the land,

how shall we account for a decrease in the value

of the former at the same time that the latter

increases in value: Here we find a small plot of

ground worth $240 fifty years ago when the pop

ulation of Portland was 2,000, and on one corner

of it at that time was a little house worth $350.

Twenty-two years later, the population having

increased from 2,000 to 18,000, and labor having

been employed directly to erect a new building

upon a corner of the block, we find the land worth

$7,500 and the building worth $3,150. Then,

after a lapse of 28 years, during which the pop

ulation of Portland grew from 18,000 to 210,000.

the value of the land increased 5,229 per cent,

while the value of the improvement decreased

more than 28 per cent.

How can the advocates of the theory of “un

earned increment” of labor products explain that?

Why did not society apply the “unearned incre

ment” yeast to the value of the building in those

28 years? Did society neglect its duty 2 That

cannot be, for the community-made value of land

increases without conscious effort on the part of

the community, by a sort of economic catalysis.

From 1909 to 1910 the industrial population of

Portland added $102,250 to the value of that

block, giving it a value of $502,000 for the land

alone. The 1910 tax on the land was $11,094;

on the building, $49.50. Thus, after having ad

ded $102,250 to the value of the land, the people

took $11,094; so there was a net gift of $91,156

to the land-owner in one year, after deducting the

tax on the building. The people taxed the land

owner $49.50 on the building and $11,094 on the

value of the land; and then permitted the land

owner to tax them $91,156 net. Is that good

business?

+

The foregoing is not an exceptional case. We

know that city lots and blocks do increase in value

as population and industry increase; we know that

this increase takes place regardless of any labor

performed upon the particular lots or blocks; we

know that a building does not increase in value

unless additional labor is performed upon it; and,

therefore, we know that any increased value of a

building is a labor value, not a social or com

munity-made value. It is not a social increment,

but a labor increment: it is not what John Stuart

Mill meant by the term “unearned increment,” a

confusing and inexact term that has come into

(*() In lll()]] llS(*.

+

But perhaps there is an “unearned increment”

attaching to other products of labor; to a town

cow, for example, as the Oregonian insists is the

(*:l S(".

Now it happens that the Oregonian is speculat

ing in city lots. I learned while in Portland that

in addition to the two “inside” lots on which its

splendid building stands, it owns six outside lots

on which there are no improvements. Four of

its six outside lots were bought in 1903 at $25

apiece; at least, they were assessed at that figure.

and the Oregon law requires that all property be

assessed at its market value, so we may assume

that the assessed value was the true value. In
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which is ; in increase of 600 per cent in the seven

years, or an average of 75 per cent a year.

Now suppose the Oregonian, in 1903, when its

four lots were worth $100, had bought a $100

cow, or two $50 cows, placing it or them upon the

four lots, the object being to reap the benefit of the

unearned cow increment at the end of seven or ten

years; would the one or even the two cows have

been worth $700 in 1910? Remember, the Oregon

ian did not feed its lots during those seven years.

But to make conditions exceptionally favorable for

the bovine unearned increment we may suppose

that the Oregonian fed its one or two cows. The

industrial population of Portland was feeding

the Oregonian's four vacant lots during those

seven years, and fattening their value to the extent

of 75 per cent a year. Would the industrial pop

ulation have fattened the value of the cows to

the same extent—or even 25 per cent or 10 per

cent a year?

If so, why do not cattle feeders buy feeding

yards in the hearts of great cities? Or why don't

the owners of valuable inside city blocks, held

Vacant for speculation, use them for feeding cattle,

and thus reap two “unearned increments” where

they now reap one?

+

But perhaps the advocates of the town-cow in

“rement theory don't mean that cows increase in

Yalue in proportion to the increasing value of the

land. Then what do they mean? In what degree

should the value of a cow increase with growth of

Pºpulation and industry How much more rap

\\ will a $50 cow increase in value on a vacant

"W lot that is increasing at the rate of 75 per

!" a year, than on a country acre that is grow

*g w value at the rate of 7.5 per cent a year, all

ºther conditions being equal?

However, since civilized man has a high regard

for soap, would not that article gain an “unearned

*ment” if placed under favorable conditions.

Let us go back to 1903, and on each of the four

$25 lots of the Oregonian place $25 worth of soap

* * air-tight casket, making the value of the

*P \pon the lots equal to the value of the lots

Let the lots be fenced in, so that no man shall

set foot upon any of them until the year 1910. In

1909 each lot was worth $140; would each parcel

i. *I have been worth $1.10: In 1910 the four

'º' sº apiece, or º total of $7.00:

2 rocer inº lºn worthsº W ould any

r have offered $125 for it?

Try something else.

Suppose at the time that Portland block was

lots were worth $700, or $1.5 apiece, hought for $210 in 1860, a $210 diamond had

been buried in the center of the block; would its

market price have increased to $7,500 by 1882, or

to $502,000 by 1910? Of course not ; nor would

it have increased to $502.

But take a painting worth $240 in 1860, the

work of a young and comparatively unknown

artist who becomes famous about 1880 and dies

in 1900. The picture, enclosed in a water-proof

case, is placed in the center of the block, and

watchmen are hired to guard it day and night.

The cost of guarding it will not add to its value

any more than such cost would increase the value

of the block or of a 15-cent chromo. It is not

unreasonable to suppose that in 1882, two years

after the artist becomes famous, the painting has

a market value of $7.500; that that sum is actual

ly offered for it, but is refused ; and that in 1910,

ten years after the death of the artist, the picture

is sold for $502,000, a sum equal to the value of

the block. Is the increase in the value of the

painting due to the same cause that increased the

value of the block of land from $240 to $502,000 °

Obviously not. Pressure of population and in

crease of industry have nothing whatever to do

with the increased value of the painting. The

value would have been the same if the picture

had been kept during all the fifty years in a steel

vault on a New York lot worth $300 a square foot,

or in a cache on top of Mt. Hood, where land has

no selling value—and no rental value.

Try another point of view.

Suppose this is the year 1910, and I buy that

Portland block for $502,000 : then I make this

proposition to the Los Angeles gentleman who

asked the question about the “unearned increment”

of soap: “You buy $502,000 worth of soap, and

distribute it evenly, in weather-proof cases, over

my vacant block, where it must remain two or

five or ten years, as you prefer. As long as it

remains on my block I will pay you the “un

earned increment of the soap and you are to pay

me the unearned increment of the land.”

Would any bank, syndicate or bonding com

pany underwrite his end of the contract? Would

any bank, syndicate or bonding company refuse

to underwrite my end of it *

Perhaps the Oregonian would like to try that

experiment with its theory of the “unearned in

crement” of a cow. If so, let it buy a good cow,

and I will buy a Portland lot of the same value

for the experiment; and I'll agree to pay for the

feed of the cow.

•k.

I return to the original contention.
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What the individual produces belongs to him

absolutely: society has no right to take any

part of it for public purposes. Certainly not

until it has exhausted the land-value fund.

The laborer's right to himself carries with it the

absolute right to his product. The land-value

fund created by society belongs to society, and no

individual has any moral right to claim or take

any part of it. That fund is ample for all public

purposes, and should be used for public purposes;

its appropriation by individuals is confiscation, as

the appropriation of any part of the individual

product for public purposes is confiscation.

The products of individuals are private prop

erty; the values created by society are public prop

erty. The right of the individual to his private

property cannot be secure while society permits

individuals to claim and appropriate for them

selves the public property of the community. The

great conservation movement in America is a

“Hands Off” warning to the conſiscators of public

property. How suddenly inactive in the grab game

the grabbers will become when we abolish all

taxes upon labor and labor products, and take for

public purposes the community-made value of

land.

JOSEPH FELS.

News NARRATIVE

The figures in brackets at the ends of paragraphs

refer to volumes and pages of The Public for earlier

information on the same subject.

Week ending Tuesday, June 13, 1911.

Direct Election of United States Senators.

In the Senate on the 12th a proposed amond

ment to the Federal Constitution relative to the

election of Senators by popular vote was adopted

by 64 to 24, more than the necessary two-thirds.

This amendment, however, is not the same that

the House adopted, and which the Senate

committee reported back to the Senate. The

essential difference is that the Senate amond

ment leaves to ('ongress the control of

times, places and manner of holding popu

lar elections of Senators, as now provided by

paragraph 1 of Section IV of Article I of the

('onstitution. It almonds Section I I I of that arti

cle with a substitute for the first paragraph and

part of the second. As adopted by the Senate.

Senators would be elected, two from each State,

by those voters of the States respectively who have

the qualifications of voters for the lower house

of the State legislature. In other respects the

amendment only adapts the present requirements

of the Constitution to the proposed change from

legislative to popular elections.—[See current

volume, pages 369, 394, 18, 422, 441.

+

There were three votes on the question. First

came a motion to substitute the amendment de

scribed above and proposed by Senator Bristow, for

the then pending amendment proposed by Senator

Borah. The latter would have left control of

“time, place and manner” to the States. It was

defeated by a tie vote, which Vice-President Sher

man's vote determined against the Borah and for

the Bristow amendment. The second vote was on

Senator Bacon's motion to amend the Bristow

amendment by giving absolute control to the

States, except in cases of inability, neglect or re

fusal to act. This motion was defeated by 43 to

46. The third and final vote was on the Bristow

amendment. It was adopted, as stated above, by

the necessary two-thirds–64 to 24. The matter

now awaits action by a conference committee of

the two houses.

+ +

Canadian Reciprocity.

By a vote of 10 to 4 the Senate finance com

mittee decided on the Sth to report the Canadian

reciprocity agreement back to the Senate without

recommendation. They attached to it, however, an

amendment offered by Senator Root to the effect

that the print paper clause shall not become ef

ſective until all Provinces of Canada grant free

exportation of those products. The committee

adopted the Root amendment by 8 to 6, as follows:

Yeas: Lodge, Smoot, Gallinger, Clark, Heyburn,

La Follette, Bailey and Simmons; nays: Penrose,

Cullom, McCumber, Stone, Williams, Kern.

Senator Lodge's motion to report the reciprocity

agreement favorably was lost by 6 to S, only Sen

ators Penrose. Lodge, Cullom, Stone, Williams

and Kern supporting it. Senator Heyburn moved

to report the agreement adversely, but Senator

Smoot changed his vote and this motion was de

feated, 7 to . The bill finally was ordered re

ported without recommendation by 10 to 4, Sena

tors McCumber, Clark, Heyburn and La Follette

voting in the negative. [See current volume, pages

225, 101, 529, 531, 535.]

+ +

The Lorimer Case.

When the action of the Senate committee on

privileges and elections in naming a sub-con

mittee to prosecute the investigation came up in

the Senate for confirmation on the 7th. it was

confirmed. [See current volume, page 536.]

+ +

Roosevelt and Taft.

At the Baltimore banquet on the 6th in celebra

tion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the ap


